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MESSAGE FROM 
OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Dear Fellow Shareholders,

DigitalBridge Group, Inc.
750 Park of  Commerce Drive
Suite 210
Boca Raton, Florida 33487
(561) 570-4644

2021 was another transformative year at DigitalBridge. We accomplished the ambitious goal I laid out last
year to ‘Finish the Mission’ on our diversified-to-digital rotation. Thanks to the hard work and dedication of the
entire DigitalBridge team, we succeeded in rotating over $78 billion in assets under management in less than
three years. We have emerged as a leaner, focused organization—a global-scale digital infrastructure firm with
over $45 billion in assets under management and positioned as the infrastructure partner to the digital
economy.

At the same time, we recast our corporate balance sheet, substantially reducing liabilities, and refreshed our
Board, adding diversity and substantial digital expertise. To reflect these changes and recognize our heritage,
we re-launched mid-year as DigitalBridge, with a bold new identity and an inaugural investor day to showcase
the incredible depth and breadth of our team. As 2022 unfolds, we are focusing 100% of our energy on digital,
where we have a 25+ year track record of building great digital infrastructure assets and platforms.

Another key highlight from 2021 is our success in reinforcing DigitalBridge as the partner-of-choice to
institutional investors looking to build exposure to the resilient, growing digital infrastructure asset class. In
December, we closed DigitalBridge Partners II (“DBP II”), our second flagship fund, with total commitments of
over $8.3 billion. DBP II exceeded our initial target by almost 40% and was completed in under eighteen
months. Moreover, it was the third-largest infrastructure fund raised globally in 2021 and the largest, by far,
devoted solely to digital infrastructure.

Just as important as raising capital is deploying it prudently into attractive, growing businesses—and we were
busy doing that, too: DigitalBridge’s AUM reached $45 billion in 2021, up 50% from the prior year. Our unique
investor-operator model enables us to quickly transform and scale our portfolio companies. The new platforms
we invested in—including Vantage Asia, AtlasEdge, and EdgePoint—are all benefiting from DigitalBridge’s
powerful, value-add capabilities, because we bring not only capital, but also unparalleled digital infrastructure
expertise. These drive returns for our limited partners and, ultimately, for you—our shareholders. As we move
into 2022, we are continuing to source attractive, proprietary investments across the sector, building on the
eight platform investments to date in DBP II and the 23 digital portfolio companies we manage.

Investing in our people and the organization’s talent continues to be among our top priorities. I have long said,
‘People create the Alpha’, and this tenet remains central to our success. In 2021, we added new senior
executives with industry-leading experience and new operating partners and advisors that lead new strategies.
We significantly expanded our presence in Europe and Asia, adding 22 new digital infrastructure professionals
globally, bringing our team to over 100 people dedicated solely to digital infrastructure. This in-house expertise
is what truly sets us apart, giving us a unique edge as we invest in the future of digital infrastructure.

Everything we do is ultimately designed to drive financial performance, and I’m pleased that we continued to
generate strong financial results for our shareholders. In 2021, revenues and earnings at both of our digital
business segments were up over 100% for the year as we consistently delivered on our commitments to
investors and set new ambitious targets.



MESSAGE FROM OUR CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The Year Ahead

With our transition to digital complete, we have four big areas of focus as we move through 2022. These are
the 2022 CEO checklist items that fit our new mantra for 2022—‘Time to Build’—and that we are most excited
about as we focus 100% on digital.

First, we plan to extend our investment management platform into three key adjacent verticals: Core, Credit
and Ventures, establishing DigitalBridge as a Full Stack Digital Infrastructure Investor. We have developed these
new strategies around four core principles: (i) the ability to leverage existing industry relationships; (ii) strong
investor interest from our LP base; (iii) large markets that can move the needle over time; and (iv) capitalize
on the proprietary deal flow that comes from our position at the center of a converging digital infrastructure
landscape. These are all exciting growth vectors, and I look forward to updating investors on our progress over
the course of the year. It is ‘Time to Build’ a full stack digital infrastructure investor.

Second, we intend to meet and exceed our fundraising targets and our financial operating targets, continuing
our track record of delivering for investors. We recently introduced new financial guidance for 2022 and boosted
our 2023 and 2025 financial targets in our investment management segment based on increased confidence
in a robust digital infrastructure fundraising environment and a larger addressable market given our broader
‘Full Stack’ approach to digital infrastructure. It is ‘Time to Build’ on our track record of delivering for investors.

Third, we will continue to invest in high-quality digital businesses as we capitalize on our proprietary deal flow.
We are already committed to deploy $7.8 billion in capex across our existing 23 platform companies, giving us
a great head-start in high-return ‘build’ projects that we believe have superior return profiles. We will also deploy
capital into new platforms, and we anticipate growing AUM at least 20% this year. It is ‘Time to Build’ more
high-quality digital infrastructure.

Fourth, we will continue to advance our ESG and DEI initiatives. The progress we made in 2021—including
establishing metrics and benchmarks across the portfolio—highlighted the importance of integrating
renewables, particularly into our operating businesses. The decarbonization of our portfolio and creating new
sources of renewable power remain one of our highest priorities in 2022. It is ‘Time to Build’ a more
sustainable future.

I’ll conclude by again thanking my entire global team again for their incredible execution. I’m humbled by their
efforts, especially in executing such a complete transformation in such little time! This hard work and dedication
has set us up for success in 2022 and beyond, and I’m excited to share our progress as the year unfolds.

Thank you for your continued support and trust in the DigitalBridge team as we accelerate into the next stage
of our growth and capitalize on the significant opportunities we see ahead.

Sincerely,

MARC GANZI
CEO of DigitalBridge Group, Inc.
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